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Abstract—In marketing and advertising research, “zapping” is defined as the action when a viewer stops watching a commercial.
Researchers analyze users’ behavior in order to prevent zapping which helps advertisers to design effective commercials. Since
emotions can be used to engage consumers, in this paper, we leverage automated facial expression analysis to understand
consumers’ zapping behavior. Firstly, we provide an accurate moment-to-moment smile detection algorithm. Secondly, we formulate a
binary classification problem (zapping/non-zapping) based on real-world scenarios, and adopt smile response as the feature to predict
zapping. Thirdly, to cope with the lack of a metric in advertising evaluation, we propose a new metric called Zapping Index (ZI). ZI is a
moment-to-moment measurement of a user’s zapping probability. It gauges not only the reaction of a user, but also the preference of a
user to commercials. Finally, extensive experiments are performed to provide insights and we make recommendations that will be
useful to both advertisers and advertisement publishers.
Index Terms—Online advertising, smile detection, Zapping Index (ZI), user preference
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INTRODUCTION

I

N recent years, multimedia data (e.g., images, videos,
audios) on the Internet keep on increasing at a phenomenal rate. For example, 72 hours of video data are uploaded
to the YouTube every minute [1]. More and more people
tend to spend time watching videos on the Internet instead
of using the traditional media such as TV. In addition, with
the vastly growing popularity of mobile devices (e.g., smart
phones, tablets), easy Internet access continues to attract
more traffic on mobile networks. As predicted, in 2017
the video contents will account for 66 percent of all mobile
data traffic.1
The popularity of the Internet videos implies a huge
potential for online commercial advertisement (ad). The
marketing expenses for commercial ads on the Internet are
growing. For instance, the cost of a 30-second commercial
on TV at prime time in the US was around 0.5 million US
dollars in the fall of 2012.2 At some specific venues, the cost
of commercials may be much higher. As an example, the
cost of a 30-second commertial in the Super Bowl event in
US has hit 4 million US dollars in 2013.3 With the increased

1. http://www.cisco.com/en/US/netsol/ns827/networking_
solutions_sub_solution.html.
2. http://domainestimations.com/?p=14174.
3. http://www.forbes.com/sites/alexkonrad/2013/02/02/even-withrecord-prices-10-million-spot/.
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advertising cost on TV and decreased audiences, marketers
are gradually switching their focus to online advertising, in
favor of their large audience base and lower cost to publish.
As a well-known example, the TrueView in-stream
advertising [2] is a popular online advertising tool by
Google Inc. The ad is shown prior to the video requested by
the user. The user has the option to skip the ad and move
directly to the desired video after 5 seconds of viewing the
ad. The advertisers are billed if a user watches the ad at
least for 30 seconds or the complete ad, if it is less than
30 seconds long. In such a case, for the online media provider (e.g., Google) to obtain the maximum profit and for
the advertiser to reach the widest audience and achieve
the advertising goal, it is their common interest to draw
viewers’ attention to the online commercials.
In marketing and advertising research, to evaluate the
attention to the commercials, zapping is considered as an
important topic [3], if not the most important one. Commercial viewers often have the option to ‘zap’ a commercial by
either switching channels or simply turning off the source.
The action of zapping indicates that the viewer is no longer
interested in the commercial and this behavior means the
loss of a consumer for the advertiser. To evaluate the effectiveness of advertising, several methods can be adopted.
Self-report, which registers a respondent’s subjective feeling, suffers from an important limitation referred as
“cognitive bias”, and may not always be able to capture
lower-order emotions in an accurate way [4].
Facial expression is one of the richest source of communication [5]. Automatic facial expression recognition finds its
applications in human behavior analysis, human-human
interaction and human-computer interaction. Automatic
facial expressions analysis is non-intrusive and can be
dynamically analyzed as a commercial is playing [6]. Accurate facial expression analysis facilitates the marketing and
advertising researchers in understanding a user’s emotional
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state and behavior. This has the potential to improve the
effectiveness of advertising or even design interactive commercials to enhance the advertising experience.
Recently, smile has been demonstrated as an useful indicator of a user’s preference of commercials [7]. Teixeira
et al. [6] develop a statistical approach using facial expressions to study advertising and they find that surprise and
joy are effective in retaining a viewer’s attention. Furthermore, applying machine learning and data mining techniques to advertising research enables us to exploit the
underlining relationships between commercials and users
by performing experiments with large data.
In this paper, we attempt to understand a user’s behavior
in watching an ad. We make prediction on a user’s zapping
probability and provide guidance to ad publishers and
advertisers. This can benefit ad publishers (such as YouTube) to understand the user’s reaction to a certain commercial and, therefore, decide its value. Besides, this can also
benefit advertisers so that they have an evaluation tool to
analyze the feedback of their ad. Advertisers can leverage
this behavior feedback to make better commercials.
We propose a measurement called Zapping Index (ZI),
which is a prediction of the moment-to-moment zapping
probability when an user is watching a commercial. The
motivation for developing ZI is the following:


The need for marketing metrics is well recognized. A
survey of CEOs shows that CEO’s top concern about
marketing was the lack of performance metrics [8].
ZI creates a new metric for marketer and advertisers.
 ZI helps to study the affective behavior of an
audience.
 ZI helps to improve the effectiveness of an ad.
To calculate the ZI, we opt to use smile response and set it
apart from other facial expressions. As demonstrated in [3],
entertaining information has a strong relation to zapping.
Smile is a reflection of joy and happiness triggered by entertainment. Moreover, current computer vision algorithms
perform well on automatic smile detection [9], [10].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
reviews the existing methods for automated human facial
expression recognition and zapping analysis. In Section 3,
after introducing our accurate smile detection, we illustrate
the data collection procedure and the data characteristics,
which will motivate the selection of features for zapping
detection/classification. Section 4 provides a series of
experiments, demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed Zapping Index. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

describing the appearance of facial features and their
dynamics. Whitehill et al. [10] use a bank of Gabor energy
filters to decompose the facial texture. The volume of local
binary patterns (VLBP) is extracted in [15]. Yang and Bhanu
[16] aggregate the dynamics of the facial expression into
a single image, Emotion Avatar Image (EAI), for high accuracy person-independent expression recognition.

2.2 Zapping Analysis
The attention paid to a commercials determines the interests
of the audience in that commercial and only those commercials that retain a viewer’s attention can produce desired
communication effects [6]. As the consumers have a choice
to switch away from either a TV commercial or an online
video commercial, it is challenging for the advertisers to
retain consumers’ attention during the course of a commercial [3]. The term zapping implies that the receiver of a commercial is no longer interested in its content/presentation,
thus opt not to continue watching the commercial. In [17] a
hierarchical Bayes approach is used to analyze the dynamics of attention to TV commercials. It investigates how the
likelihood of a commercial zapping varies with time and
shows that across-ad heterogeneity in zapping is related to
the underlying characteristics of the commercial. Elpers
et al. [3] demonstrate that both the entertainment and the
information value of a commercial have a strong multiplicative effect on the probability for a commercial to be watched
by viewers. Two experiments with a total number of 190
subjects and 45 commercials were conducted to support this
finding. Kooij et al. [18] show that zapping has influence on
end-user’s Quality of Experience (QoE) for Internet Protocol
television (IPTV). Further study on zapping is conducted in
[19] and various solutions are proposed to reduce zapping
to keep the user staying with the IPTV broadcasting. Teixeira et al. [6] incorporate joy and surprise expression recognition from a Bayesian Neural Network classification
system to analyze the user’s zapping decision. They conclude that the velocity of the joy response highly impacts
the viewer’s zapping behavior. But they have not made any
prediction on the moment-to-moment zapping probability.
2.3 Our Contributions
The contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
1)

2)

2

RELATED WORK AND OUR CONTRIBUTIONS

2.1 Automatic Facial Expression Recognition
Facial expression recognition techniques can be broadly
divided as geometric-based approaches, appearance-based
approaches, and the combination of both.
Geometric-based approaches track the facial geometry
over time and infer expression based on the facial geometry
deformation. Some exemplar methods include: Active
Shape Model (ASM) [11], Active Appearance Model (AAM)
[12], particle filter [13], geometric deformation [14]. Appearance-based approaches, on the other hand, emphasize on
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3)

4)

We introduce an accurate person-independent
video-based smile detection method. The smile
response intensity is well transformed from a probability score from 0 to 1.
We perform zapping detection/classification in a
non-intrusive manner based on facial expression cues.
We propose a novel metric called Zapping Index for
ad evaluation. ZI is a moment-to-moment prediction
of a user’s zapping probability.
We collect a database, named AdEmotion, for the
analysis of zapping prediction and user preference
evaluation. We demonstrate the usefulness of ZI
in measuring user preference. This results in advices for both ad publishers as well as providers
about the effectiveness of an ad. The AdEmotion
dataset will be publicly available in the near future
on our website.
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Fig. 1. ROC curve for our person-independent smile detection algorithm.

3

TECHNICAL APPROACH

In this section, we first introduce how moment-to-moment
smile detection is carried out. Subsequently, we describe
the data collection procedure. We formulate the problem of
distinguishing zapping from non-zapping as a binary classification problem. After analyzing the characteristics of the
data, we propose a new feature which is a temporal histogram of the smile measurement over time. We adopt SVM
classifier to train the zapping classification model, which is
then used to generate the Zapping Index.

3.1 Smile Detection
The goal is to compute the probability of smile on a perframe basis. The faces are first extracted using Viola-Jones
face detector [20]. We then follow our previous work [21] to
align the faces using dense flow-based similarity registration technique. This registration algorithm aligns every
frame with a face to a reference face and the registration
results are temporally smoothed. Thus, the person-independent spontaneous facial expression recognition can be carried out in a meaningful manner. The aligned faces which
are scaled to 200  200 pixels, are divided into 20  20 pixel
regions. The Local Phase Quantization [22] texture descriptor is computed for each of the regions. These outputs are
then concatenated to form the feature for smile detection.
The smile detection is formulated as a binary classification
problem with the smiling face and neutral face being the two
class labels. We adopt the linear Support Vector Machine
(SVM) [23] for classification. For accurate person-independent smile detection, the classifier is trained on multiple databases with a large number of subjects from: FEI [24], MultiPIE [25], CAS-PEAL [26], CK+ [27], and data from Google
image search similar to [28]. In total, 1,543 subjects (1,543 smiling faces and 2,035 neutral faces) are included for training.
A series of tests are carried out in a person-independent
manner where no test subject is included during training.
The Area Under Curve (AUC) is 0.98 for the 10-fold cross
validation (see Fig. 1a). To demonstrate the generalization
of this classifier, we carried out a test on a selection of
10,000 sample frames from our AdEmotion database (see
Section 3.2) that we collected in this research. The Area
Under Curve is 0.95 in Fig. 1b, which means that the smile
classifier performs well on unseen data. The probability output of the SVM smile classifier is then recorded as the smile
response. Since we structure smiling vs. neutral instead of
smiling vs. non-smiling classification, an interesting finding
is that, the classification rate of test data is not only superior,
but also the probabilistic output of smile detector is able
to capture the smile intensity as illustrated in Fig. 2. The
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Fig. 2. Sample smile response results. The response value reflects the
intensity of smile.

reason we choose smile vs. neutral expression classification
setup in this experiment is that the subjects are concentrated
on the viewing experience. Most of the expressions other
than smile are of neutral nature, and very few subjects display excessive non-smile expression. In this case, the probabilistic outputs closely correlate to the smile intensity even
when it is low. One thing worth noting is that, there are neutral examples with open mouth in the training data, and
therefore, the classifier is not just naively predicting random
mouth motion but rather muscle motion caused by smile.
For proof of concept, we have verified the probabilistic
outputs with the manually annotated smile intensity results.
We have gathered three annotators, and each is given 500
frames sampled from the entire AdEmotion data. The annotators score the smile intensity of each frame by comparing
it with the reference figure similar to Fig. 2. The median
value of all three annotators is selected as the ground-truth
smile intensity to mitigate the effect from a large discrepancy among annotators. The resulting absolute mean error
intensity is 0.216 between the prediction and ground-truth.
Some failure cases are shown in Fig. 3a. In order to eliminate the subjects whose smile response is inaccurate, we
leverage the fact that the expression for a subject is distributed around the neutral as we mentioned earlier. Therefore,
for each sequence, we quantize the smile response to 0:1
accuracy, and take the mode of the quantization to approximate the baseline expression response for a subject. As a
result, all the seven error cases, whose smile baseline is 1,
are able to be separated as shown in Fig. 3b.

3.2 AdEmotion Data Collection
Participants were seated in front of a 23 inch monitor,
with a Logitech c910 webcam mounted on the top of the

Fig. 3. Handling smile detection failure. (a) Smile response failure cases
where (1) and (2) exist because the subjects’ neutral faces are similar to
smiling faces; (3) is due to out-of-plane rotation. (b) The baseline response
of each subject is used to eliminate the failure cases automatically.
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TABLE 1
Advertisement Selection
Category
Car

Fast Food

Brand
Toyota
Honda
Chevy
Nissan
Jack In The Box
Subway
Carl’s Jr.
Pizza Hut

Ad Name
I Wish
We Know You
Wind Test
Enough
Hot Mess
New Footlong
Oreo Ice Cream
Make It Great

monitor. The webcam resolution is set to 960  544 pixels.
The average resolution on face is approximately 220  220
pixels. Participants were shown a series of eight video
ads in random order selected from two categories shown
in Table 1. The length of the ad ranged from 30 to 90 seconds. Participants were instructed that they could watch
each ad until the end or zap at any moment by clicking
on the skip button. In either situation, participants were
given a 30 seconds break to reduce the emotional effect to
the subsequent ad watching experience. They were also
given a questionnaire during each break that contained
the following questions:
1)
2)
3)

Did you like the commercial?
Did you skip the ad?
Why did you skip? Mark all that applies:
 The ad is not funny.
 The ad is not informative.
 I have seen this ad before.
There has been research [3] that shows that the lack of
entertainment and information factors are the two major
reasons for zapping. We design these questions in order to
analyze different aspects of this dataset. In this work, our
focus is on using the response provided by subjects to verify
the predictions from the zapping index, which will be discussed later in detail.
The entire data collection procedure lasts 8 minutes on
the average for each participant, and no one is interrupted during this procedure. The participants’ facial
behavior during the entire procedure is recorded by the
webcam at 24 fps.
During recording, there is a secondary monitor behind
the participant, which displays the same content watched
by the participant. The recording camera is able to capture a
subject’s facial expression as well as the corresponding content that he or she is watching. We designed this setting for
data synchronization. In order to analyze the facial expression responses of different participants with respect to certain ad, we manually separated the expression data
according to the ad information shown on the duplicate
monitor. No data during the interval of two ads is used in
this work. The setup of data collection environment is
shown in Fig. 4.
The ads shown in Table 1 are selected by the following
criteria:
1)

Popular category. The Fast Food and Car are the two
categories that almost everyone is familiar with and
well connected to in the United States.

Fig. 4. The data collection environment. A duplicate monitor is used for
data synchronization.

2)

Minimum gender bias. We do not consider the gender effect in this research. The selected ad categories
have less gender bias compared with categories such
as Beer or Makeup.
3) Recognizable brand. Since online video user is the
target market. We select the ad from brands that
either have their official YouTube Channel or participated in the YouTube ad campaign. In this way, we
have access to the ad for this research.
4) Varying entertainment levels. We have carefully
evaluated the entertainment information in each ad.
Our final ad selection includes both kinds of ads that
are very amusing and that are less entertaining.
Fifty five college students have participated in our data
collection. There are 31 percent female, 40 percent Asian,
25 percent Euro-American, 16 percent Afro-American, and
19 percent other ethnicity groups.

3.3 Data Characteristics
We analyze the characteristics of AdEmotion dataset in
terms of zapping distribution and smile response. These
characteristics are essential in motivating our zapping classification feature. We could potentially design systems that
recognize other facial expressions. However, in this application, subjects concentrated on watching ads, and therefore,
the dominant facial expressions are neutral and smile. This
is also demonstrated to be true in an “in-the-wild” adwatching data, namely AMFED [29]. Therefore, in light of
the idea of Occam’s razor, we have focused specifically on
the smile expression specifically in this work.
3.3.1 The Zapping Distribution
Since participants are given the option of zapping at anytime, we show the distribution of fraction of an ad that is
being watched in Fig. 5. In other words, it is the distribution
of the portion of the ad that has been watched. We fit a
Gaussian mixture model with two components to the distribution and find that 90 percent of the ad fraction is the best
value to separate the two components of the mixture. In
Fig. 5, the probability is dramatically higher in 90 to 100 percent range. This means that a large portion of the ads have
been watched until the end. In the 0 to 90 percent range, the
first half (0 to 45 percent) has a slightly higher probability
than the second half on the average. This informs us that
subjects in our experiments tend to zap early if they do not
feel like watching an ad.
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Fig. 5. The zapping distribution. The data-driven threshold at 90 percent
is used to separate the data into zapping and non-zapping classes.

One interesting fact that is worth noting is that the popular TrueView advertisement publisher only bills the advertiser if an ad has been watched for more than 30 seconds [2].
If we have a better understanding of the zapping behavior,
we can create a win-win-win situation: the user receives
more desirable video content; the advertiser obtains more
attention from users; and the publisher (such as YouTube
from Google) gains more revenue.
Thus, based on the zapping distribution (see Fig. 5), we
define two different classes: zapping and non-zapping,
and use 90 percent of the ad length as the threshold in separating these classes. Given the facial expression response
of a user watching an ad, one of our goals is to determine
in an automated manner the class of the sequence.
This can be formulated as a binary classification problem
where zapping is the positive class and non-zapping is the
negative class. The analysis of the class characteristics in
Sections 3.3.2, 3.3.3, and 3.3.4 provides us the motivation
for the feature used in zapping classification.

3.3.2 The Mean Smile Response
We conduct person-independent smile detection as
described in Section 3.1. We present our motivations to the
feature selection for zapping classification, and ultimately,
establish a strong correlation of the zapping index from our
predictor and the viewer’s zapping behavior.
We analyze the average smile response in the first 30 seconds (720 frames from our 24 fps webcam device) for both
zapping and non-zapping classes. In Fig. 6, the moment-tomoment mean smile response is bounded by the positive
and negative standard error of the mean (SEM). Since the
user can zap at any time, the sequence are of various
lengths. Therefore, the average smile response is computed
as follows:
PN

ri ðtÞ
1; if ri ðtÞ exists;
;
I
ðtÞ
¼
(1)
rm ðtÞ ¼ Pi¼1
i
N
0; otherwise;
Ii ðtÞ
i¼1

where ri ðtÞ is the smile response of sequence i at time t, N is
the number of sequences, Ii ðtÞ is the indicator function to
check the existence of the smile response of sequence i at
time t. In other words, for each frame, the average smile
response is computed based on the available responses.
Using the similar idea, we compute the SEM bound by

Fig. 6. The average smile response of zapping and non-zapping classes
for the first 30 seconds (720 frames). Each sequence is bounded by its
standard error of the mean.

stdðrðtÞÞ
¼
semðtÞ ¼ PN
i¼1 Ii ðtÞ

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
PN
ðri ðtÞ  rm ðtÞÞ2
;
PN i¼1 PN
i¼1 Ii ðtÞð
i¼1 Ii ðtÞ  1Þ

(2)

where rm ðtÞ and stdðrðtÞÞ are the mean and the standard
deviation of available smile responses at time t, respectively.
In Fig. 6, the smile response level for the two classes is
initially about the same. Thereafter, the response of the nonzapping class increases for the rest of the 30 seconds. On the
contrary, for the zapping class, the response remains
around 0.2 and decreases toward the end. Therefore, the
moment-to-moment average smile response is a good feature to
separate zapping from non-zapping class. This observation is
also in line with the conclusion in [6] that smile level largely
correlates with the zapping behavior.

3.3.3 The Maximum Smile Response
The maximum smile response of the sequences is also different for zapping and non-zapping classes. Two examples
are shown in Fig. 7.
We plot the distribution of sequences from the two classes based on their maximum smile response in Fig. 8. The
total probability of each group sums up to 1. As illustrated
in Fig. 8, if a sequence’s maximum smile response is above
0.5, then the chance is higher that it belongs to the non-zapping class, and vice versa for maximum smile response
below 0.5. The probability reaches the highest for the nonzapping class if the maximum smile response is above 0.9.
On the contrary for zapping class, majority of the sequences
are with the maximum smile response less than 0.1.
For non-zapping class, the probability is the second
highest (15.5 percent) when the smile response is less
than 0.1. Observations on our data show that a few participants watch the entire ad but display minor smile
expression. This means that entertaining content is not
the only reason to keep the user engaged. Besides, the
interview of participants also shows that a small group
of people enjoyed the ad but prefer not to show their
feelings through facial expression.
For zapping class, the probability decreases as maximum
smile response increases, and reaches the minimum when
smile response is between 0.7 and 0.8. However, the probability increases thereafter. After examining the data, we
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Fig. 8. The distribution of the zapping/non-zapping data based on their
maximum smile response.

“complete 90 percent of the advertisement”, less zapping
is likely to happen in our experiment. In light of this
observation, a publisher is suggested to change the billing policy in the aforementioned manner while maintaining the effectiveness of a commercial.
Fig. 7. Sample frames of smile response from zapping and non-zapping
classes.

found that several subjects were engaged by the ad and
were smiling with high intensity in the beginning. Unfortunately, they zapped right away when the brand’s logo or
name showed up at the end of the ad. After interviewing
with them, we found that most of the people behaved like
this because they thought the ad is about to finish. From the
advertiser’s point of view, this scenario should be considered as a success. However, from the publisher’s point of
view, they will not get paid since they consider this scenario
as zapping [2].
Remark. 1 (Note to Advertisement Publisher). In our analysis, 13.3 percent of the time, users zap because
advertiser’s brand is displayed at the end when the ad is
not finished. In this case, the advertisers take the benefit
since users consume the content of the ad. The publisher
(such as YouTube), on the other hand, loses revenue
since the ad is neither watched for more than 30 seconds
nor completed by the user under this circumstance. If
the billing policy is changed from “30 seconds” to “27
seconds” or from “complete the entire advertisement” to

3.3.4 The Volume of Smile Response
In addition to maximum smile response, we also analyze
how the volume of the smile response distinguishes the
zapping and non-zapping classes. The volume of smile
response is defined as the portion of the length of the
sequence that is above a certain smile response level.
Figs. 9a and 9b are a variation of 2-D cumulative distribution function (CDF) defined as
FXY ðx; yÞ ¼ P ðX  x; Y  yÞ;

(3)

where X is a random variable that measures the portion of
an advertisement that is watched, and Y represents smile
response. It can be interpreted as follows: if the smile
response of a sequence is above y for x percent of its entire
length, the probability of this event is F .
In both Figs. 9a and 9b, the CDF is 1 when smile response
is close to 0 (bottom edge of the figure). This is because all
the data satisfy the criteria that the smile response is always
above 0. The reason why the upper right corner is of value 0
is because no sequence has a smile response above 0.9 for
90 percent of the time.

Fig. 9. The analysis of the smile response volume. Figs. 9a and 9b are interpreted as follows: the probability is F if the smile response of a sequence
is above y for x percent of its entire length. Fig. 9c is generated by subtracting Figs. 9a from 9b, which shows that high smile response is more effective than high volume in distinguishing zapping from non-zapping. (Better viewed in color).
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Fig. 10. Smile histogram of zapping and non-zapping sequences. The
selected sequences are the same as in Fig. 7.

Compared to the zapping class, the CDF of the non-zapping class in Fig. 9b is close to symmetrical along the diagonal line from the bottom left corner to the upper right
corner. This shows that, for non-zapping class, both the
level of the smile response and its volume play important
roles in the data distribution. For example, the CDFs are
similar for non-zapping class for the following two cases:
(1) smile response is above 0.6 for 20 percent amount of the
time; (2) smile response is above 0.2 for 60 percent amount
of the time.
We show the CDF difference in Fig. 9c by subtracting
Fig. 9a from Fig. 9b. The major difference exists where the
smile volume is low and the smile response level is high.
This informs us that, in distinguishing zapping from nonzapping, high smile response level is more important than
high volume.
Remark. 2 (Note to Advertiser). Our statistics shows that
users tend to zap less if their smile response level is
higher or their smile response is above a certain level for
a longer period of time. Moreover, if an advertiser has to
choose between “high smile response level + low volume” and “low smile response level + high volume”, the
former is more effective in preventing zapping. Our
experimental result suggests that, practically, it is preferred to design an ad with one or two entertaining
scenes that highly impact the user’s engagement than to
include several entertaining scenes with mediocre
impact, if eliciting laugh is the objective of a commercial.

3.4 Zapping Index
3.4.1 The Smile Histogram Feature
Based on the data characteristics, we find that the mean,
max, and the volume of smile response of a video sequence
are essential for distinguishing zapping from non-zapping.
It is natural to use the histogram of the smile response as
the key feature.
As shown in Fig. 10, the cumulative smile histogram is
calculated for the entire sequence. It is then normalized
between 0 and 1. In the two typical examples in Fig. 10, the
probability is high when the smile response is low for
the zapping class. For non-zapping class, on the contrary,
the smile response is more evenly distributed.
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Fig. 11. The ROC plot for zapping/non-zapping classification. The na€ıve
baseline is by assigning test labels based on the class distribution.

3.4.2 Zapping Classification
In order to distinguish zapping from non-zapping sequences, we formulate it as a binary classification problem. The
class labels of the data are assigned based on the 90 percent
threshold shown in Fig. 5.
During the training phase, the histograms of all the
sequences are computed. We use SVM [23] with the radial
basis function as the kernel function to train our classifier.
The double-layer 10-fold cross validation is then carried out
to avoid overfitting. The first layer is for parameter optimization and the second layer uses the optimized parameters
for model training. The number of bins is then determined
to be 10 by the second layer of cross validation. Then a validation set is constructed by randomly generating 4;000
frames from the entire dataset.
In comparison, we provide the baseline result from
na€ıvely assigning labels based on class distribution shown in
Fig. 5. In addition, we include the result of using the normalized cumulative smile response of individual sequences.
Fig. 11 shows the ROC curve of the aforementioned

Fig. 12. The moment-to-moment Zapping Index for individual sequences. The selected sequences are the same as in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 13. The relationship of Zapping Index and zapping distribution for each ad. Zapping distribution is the normalized histogram measured with the
primary y-axis, while ZI is displayed by the secondary y-axis bounded by its standard error (shown with dotted lines). Generally speaking, the more
sharply ZI decreases, the less zapping happens.

approaches. As AUC scores illustrated in Fig. 11, smile histogram feature (0:83) significantly outperform smile response
feature (0:60), which is congruent with our analysis in Section 3.3 that the mean, maximum, and volume of smile
response are essential in characterizing zapping behavior.

During the testing phase, our goal is to measure the
moment-to-moment zapping probability. Thus, at each
frame, the smile histogram feature is computed, which is
then passed to the classifier, and the probability output is
considered as the zapping index. The upcoming discussion
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Fig. 14. The relationship of smile response and Zapping Index for each ad. Broadly speaking, they are in inverse relation. But the ZI is less volatile as
compared to smile response.

in the next section shows why ZI is a valid measurement for
zapping behavior and how it is related to zapping prediction and user preference discovery.

4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we explore the characteristics of the Zapping
Index on individual sequences, across each ad, and across
each ad category. We also visualize their relationships with
data distribution that show the popularity of each ad.

Moreover, we are able to understand the preference of users
to different ad categories.

4.1 Zapping Index on Individual Sequences
According to our design, a larger value of ZI means higher
probability of zapping. Fig. 12 provides the Zapping Index
for the two running examples. Generally speaking, if a user
displays low smile response, the ZI remains around 0.65;
the ZI decreases when smile response increases. The ZI
value of 0.65 coincides with our discussion related to Fig. 8,
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Fig. 15. The pair-wise distance of individual ad in zapping distribution and Zapping Index groups. ZI is highly correlated with viewer’s zapping behavior exhibited in zapping distribution, which demonstrates that ZI is a reasonable measure for zapping. (The distances within each group are normalized between 0 and 1.)

when maximum smile response of a sequence is between 0
and 0.1, there is a two thirds chance that it belongs to the
zapping class.
As discussed in Section 3.3.3, if a user’s smile response
reaches the maximum, he or she will most unlikely zap. In
Fig. 12b, there might be minor increase of ZI if smile
response drops from the maximum. However, the ZI value
will remain low even after the increase, which illustrates
that the user is less likely to zap.

4.2 Zapping Index vs. Zapping Distribution
In Fig. 13, we compare the relationship between the average
ZI value and the zapping distribution for each ad. We compute the mean and SEM bound of ZI similar to the description in Section 3.3.2.
For ads which have less zapping as shown by the zapping distribution (e.g., Toyota and Nissan), the decrease
rate of the moment-to-moment ZI is high which means
small likelihood of zapping by users. Indeed, these two ads
are the funniest ads among all of our selections. On the contrary, for ads for which a larger number of participants
zapped (e.g. Pizza Hut and Subway), the ZI curve only has
a slight decrease. Therefore, our ZI measurement correlates
with the zapping distribution.

To further demonstrate that ZI is a quality measurement
for zapping, we analyze the correlation between ZI and zapping distribution in Fig. 13. We treat a ZI sequence for each
ad as a feature and compute the pair-wise Euclidean distance between features. We compute the distance the same
way for zapping distribution. The pair-wise distance for
both zapping distribution and ZI are plotted in Figs. 15a
and 15b, respectively. We observe similar patterns in
Figs. 15a and 15b, which means that ZI preserves distance
between ads in zapping distribution. For example, the distance is large for Toyota and Pizza Hut in Fig. 15a; this means
that viewers’ behavior is dramatically different in watching
these two ads. In Fig. 15b, ZI captures the same difference.
Therefore, the measurement of ZI is highly correlated with
the viewer’s zapping behavior.

4.3 Zapping Index vs. Smile Response
We show the comparison of ZI and smile response in
Fig. 14. Generally speaking, ZI has an inverse relationship
with smile response. One may argue that smile response
itself is a good indicator for zapping prediction. However,
as we can see from Fig. 14, smile response is a measurement
of user’s smile expression at every moment, and therefore,
it is volatile as time changes. ZI, on the other hand, is a

Fig. 16. All four possible types of user preferences represented by ZI. Each ZI pattern is the average of one subject on the entire ad category. Flat ZI
response such as both cases in (a) shows no smile response as well as no interest to the ad category, and vice versa.
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TABLE 2
Another Advertisement Category: “Running Shoe”
Category
Running Shoe

Brand
Nike
Adidas
Puma
Under Armour

Ad Name
Flyknit Lunar 1+
Boost
Mobium and Adaptive
I Will Innovation

better measurement for predicting zapping. It is less volatile
by taking into account the maximum smile and smile
occurring volume information overtime (see Fig. 9). Yet, it is
also sensitive enough to capture the noticeable changes in
smile response.
One interesting pattern that is worth noting in ads such
as Jack In The Box, Nissan, Toyota is that there is a major
drop for the smile response at the end. After examining the
participant’s expression as well as the ads themselves, we
found out that most participants smile due to the entertaining scene at the end. They tend to smile less as soon as they
saw the brand’s logo or name. This phenomenon is congruent with our discussion in Section 3.3.3.

4.4 User Preference from Zapping Index
An important factor, if not the most important one, in considering the advertising campaign solution is the target
market [30]. Advertisement is viewed as useful information
for the right target, but viewed as harassment for the wrong
target. Advertising publishers explore a large data from
users to discover the target market. User information such
as age, gender, ethnicity, geography, income, lifestyle,
online behavior, etc., are leveraged to infer the user preference. The most recent work [31] has demonstrated that
smile response is able to reveal whether an ad is liked by a
viewer. In this paper, we show that Zapping Index, derived
from smile response, is another type of user information
which directly shows viewer’s preference. Thus, ZI may
have a potential impact on the future of advertising. We
analyze user preferences for two different ad categories in
our experiment. Fig. 16 shows four typical samples of user
preferences of two different ad categories expressed by ZI.
These four types include: like neither category, like first category but not the second, like the second category but not
the first, and like both categories. By classifying the user
based on their ZI, it is possible to accurately measure their
preferences, which will benefit both the advertising provider and the publisher.
4.5 Limitations
In this work, we only consider the entertaining value of an
ad and use smile response to compute ZI for the prediction
of a user’s zapping probability. However, entertainment is
not the only reason that engages a user. For example, information content is another major reason for user engagement
[3], in which case, user will not necessarily smile. Under
this situation, our ZI measurement may be less effective in
predicting zapping probability.
To test our assumption, we selected another four ads
from the running shoe category, shown in Table 2. We
make the selections by following the criteria described in

Fig. 17. Zapping Index vs. zapping distribution for the ads in running
shoe category. ZI is less effective in predicting zapping probability compared to Fig. 13 since soliciting smile is not the intention of these ads.
Hence, users tend to zap less even if ZI value is high.

Section 3.2. The only difference is that we selected the high
quality ad but not necessarily amusing.
Similar to Figs. 13 and 14, we explore the relationship of
ZI vs. zapping distribution and ZI vs. smile response in
Figs. 17 and 18, respectively. The ads from the Running Shoe
category are not intended to make a user laugh but rather to
provide information by demonstrating their technology.
Hence, the average smile response is low and the ZI does
not necessarily decrease in Fig. 18, which shows that users
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a user’s zapping probability. A higher value of ZI reveals
that the user has a higher chance of zapping. ZI can also
be used to measure a user’s preference to different categories of commercials. This is beneficial to advertisers as
well as to ad publishers. In the future, it would be interesting to analyze the effects of other facial expressions or
other representations of facial expression (e.g., Action
Unit) on zapping behavior. Moreover, as demonstrated
in [31], dynamic features of expression outperform static
features in user preference prediction. Thus, incorporating dynamic features in ZI classification is also a promising direction for future work.
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